HAPPY SUMMER VACATION
WITH LOTS OF FUN
VIVEKANAND SR. SEC. SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS HOME WORK
CLASS -11th (commerce)
Holidays are great, but schoolwork can be fun filled and inspiring tool! So here are a few interesting

activities, to keep you going, through the summer break.
English:1. Write and learn characters of all taught chapters. [long answer]
2. Write and learn message/ title of all taught poems and chapters.
3. Do practice of 5 type of each- letter of placing order, letter of complain, letter to editor,
letter for enquiry, letter for job.
Math’s:Revision of:Ch-3 Trigonometric Functions: Ex-3.1 to Ex-3.9
Ch-4 Principle of mathematical induction: Ex-4.1 (Q1 to Q18)
Ch-5 Complex number & Quadratic equations.
Complex numbers:- Ex 5.1 to Ex-5.4
Quadratic equations:- Ex-5.5 to Ex 5.6
Note:- Complete these exercise in holiday homework notebook. (separate notebook for
math)
Summer means happy times and good sunshine
Accountancy:i.
Basic terms. Read theory
ii.
Accounting equations all additional questions.
iii. Journal all additional questions.
Complete topic revise and test -5th July.
Business:Project topics
1. Visit to a bank.
2. Visit to an Industry.
3. Visit to a Departmental store.
4. Visit to a Mall.
Write 25 case studies from the following units:
a. Partnership
b. Sale proprietorship
c. Joint Hindu family
d. Economic Activity
e. Business Risk
Economics :1. You have unlimited wants & limited resources to satisfy them. Explain by giving two
examples.
2. Statistics is full of advantage and does not suffer from a single limitation. Do you agree.
3. How statistics is important to the government?
4. Why is it said that “All statistics are data but all Data are not statistics.”
These questions learn & write.

5. ActivityPrepare a sample questionnaire of consumer eating preference with at least 10 questions
in it. Perform this survey with 10 different people and record the difference of preference
using statistical tools. Also add conclusion at the end of report.
6. Do all questions of exercise in note book of chapter central tendency (mean, mode,
median), measure of dispersion. (Range). Standard deviation.
Micro-Economics:
Following questions are learn 7 write (100-150) words.
1. What is micro-economics? How to arise it.
2. What is opportunity cost? Explain with the help of numerical example
3. Explain the property of PPC.
4. Why do problems related to allocation of Resources arise in an economy
5. Production in an economy is below its potential due to unemployment Government start
employment scheme. Explain its effect using PPC?
Activity:1. Write five news of Economics. Daily.
2. Make a project of Economics about GST maximum pages 25-30.
Music:1. Definition of the following:
Alankur, Varna, Kan, Meend, Khatka Murki, Gamak, Grama, Murchhana, Alaap, Tana.
2. Definition of Shruti and Swar & kinds
Naad and Andolan & kinds
Saptak and Thwats & kinds
3. Classification of Ragas
4. Time theory of Ragas
5. Introduction of Sangeet Ratnakar and Sangeet Parijat
6. Lesson of Ragas: 1 to 8
7. Lesson of Talas
Wishing all of you a very enjoyable and fun –packed summer break.

